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THESING IS NAMED TO LEGION
Varsity Gridders Are Honored
At An11t1al Sports Dinner

PARTY

By

Hosted
Dean
For Off-Campus
Students
A beer and pizza party?
On campus?
Father Ratterman is picking
up the tab?
That's right-if you're an offcampus, full time student. Father Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J.,
Dean of Men, and his assistant,
Mr. Patrick Nally, a graduate student, have gotten together to express their appreciation for their
cooperative spirit of the offcampus dwellers.
IN A LETTER sent to these
students, the Dean congratulated
them "for thefr working so positively through the fall."
Ft'. Ratterman stated .that he
·would host the funt'est this Saturday night in the Armory starting at 8:30 p.m ..
Reaction among the students
was enthusiastic; they had been
asking for something Lo do in
the empty Evanston area, especially during those weekends enci1·cling the holidays.
So, fifty dollars worth of pizza
was ordered for the occasion,
and a local brewery was contacted to supply the refresh•
ments. Father Ratterman announced that his office was pick•
ing up the bill for the pizza, and
that the beer would be sold at
regular campus prices.
Due to Advent regulations,
music for the party will be
"canned,'; but Mr. Nally quickly added that he hoped some of
guests with hidden taler!t would
bring along an instrument or
two. "Or maybe just a folk song."
Father Ratterman humorously
added in his letter that some students "will probably be l'labberl'asted at this sudden burst of
1'ene1·osity on the part of my office." He went on to add. how·
ever, that lie was "most anxious
to show his appreciation where
appreciation is due."
Mr. Nally e x p re s s e d the
thought that the off-campus clement is often neglected, and he
hoped these plv.ns might conect
the situation.
Admission is free, but is strictly limited to the off-campus slu·
dents and their dates.

By TERRY WALLACE
News Sports EdUor

Roger Thesing became the 65th member of the Xavier
Legion of Honor in a selection announced b)' Legion member, Steve .Junker, at the annual l"ootball Banquet held
Tuesday night at the Cincinnati Club.
THESING, a marketing major,
was honored for his consistency
and leadership in joining the
elite group of athlete-leaders.
Along with his election into
the Legion of Honor, Thesing
was. voled by the team as the
team's most valuable player.

-News ( 11'0/11")

Big Wheels On Campus
Campus horticulturist Father Hetherington and first assistant,
the former Queen Edna, make their daily rounds of the Evanston
gardens.

West End Priest Asks For
Aid ·At Catholic Center

By JOHN SCHAAL
News Reporter
The Negro is here and now,
but what he is is yet uncertain.
He is awaiting a definition, a set
of values, a position and function in our society.
This was the theme of a talk
given b.v Father Sicking, director
of the West End Catholic Center, under the general title of
"Poverty in Cincinnati," at a
convocation in Cash Room Monday.
Father Sicking's personal challenge to his audience to join in
the present work of the "Church
active" among the Negroes, rang
fl'om his opening announcement,
"Out' byword is action." "I am
a radical in a sense," he said,
"because I have reached the
stage of urgency. I am tired of
waiting, I want to see something
done."
HIS WORDS went out as a
plea to evet·yone in the audience
to see the problem, decide to
help, and actually do something.
The problem was not nearly as
much a 1·eligious as a social one.
He continued, "I'm not worried
about theit' religion. They cannot have a religion until they
become a part of our societ.~·.
and thus far they still remain
without our society."
The statistics he used were
The Fall, 1964 edition of the
arousing. 75% of the children
Athenaeum, the campus literary who attend the Center are ilmagazine, has been released, edi·
legitimate. The average amount
tor David. Strntman announced of' schooling in the whole West
this week.
- End area is a mere 7.7 years.
The cover of this issue of the
45% of the people there earn
qua1·terly journal-a reprodue- under $3000 per year.
tum of the nude statue , "Eve
The chi Id re n wander the
Disconsolate'! is superimposed on streets munching on their dally
a baren woodland scene. Accorddict--dill pickles and potato
ing to associate editor and cover chips. "The older buy a drink
designel', Andre w Interdonato, called a 'derailer'-a mixture of
the jacket is but one of a series
lacquer thinner and water which
that will depict lhc cycles or life
for the price or a 'dime 'will
and natu1·e.
remove &he burden of reality

Athenaeum Out

!'/tot~

though it eventually brings brain
deterioration and paralysis."
Dignity-"We must give them
back theit' dignity," repealed the
mission priest time after time.
The Center is doing or attempting to do just this. There is 110
seat of catechism there; the
classes. which they do attend are
very practical ones, typing, sewing, cooking, grooming-the kind
that will put money in their
pockets and food in theit' stomachs. "We're trying to be mothers and fathers, sisters and
brothers. Tr.ring to repair the
shattered image of home life
which most of them know. "Just
be real," Father said. This is all
they_ want of you. A sense of
belonging, a chance to be a part
of this wor·ld. ''How do I give
him this self-respect?" Throu1h.
love and justice. answered Fathet· Sicking, 'especially as they
are applied through the spiritual
and corporal works of mercy.
"\'Ve need you," he concluded,
"but you need us too. if 'you intend to save your souls."

Besides Thesing's awards, the
graduating sen i ors and three
under-classmen received special
recognition. Honored as the outstanding offensive lineman wiis
senior tackle Mitch Dudek.
George Powell, one of the most
-pop11lar players to weat• the
Xavier -blue and white in many
years, was awarded the outstanding defensive lineman award.
Tom Quinlan, junior defensive
hall'back, was selected as the top
defensive back, and so1,homore
qm1rte1·back, Carl'Oll \Villiams,
earned the !Uost Improved Player Award.
Bill Eastlake, senior guard and
honor student, was presented
wilh the Student Council Trophy
by Bill Masterson, President of
Student Council.
A not her unde1·classman accorded honors of a less material
nature was junior halfback Walter Mainer. Mainer gave an example of courage to his mutes
during the season by making two
comebacks from serious injuries
to get back into the starting
lineup.

l\fayor W a I to n Bachrach In
addressing Mainer, as part of his
welcoming talk, said, "Young
man, you've got a lot of guts."
Teammate and co-captain Mike
DeFazio added to Mayol' Bach-

LEGIONNAIRE THESING
Joini11g tlzc elite . . .

rach's statement by adding that
"there's one' man on this team
who deserves anything this life
can give him. Wall Mainer is one
of' the greatest men I've met in
my life.
IN ONE OF the important moments of the banquet, Rev. Jer·
emiah J. O'Callaghan, S.J., deli\·ering a message from University President Paul L. O'Cononr,
S.J .. stated that "we thin.k you
ought to know how the situation al the University of Detroit
would affect us at Xavier.

"\Ve feel," Father O'Callagban
continued, "that here at Xavier
we have a sensible, moderate
program and we intend to keep
it, in that way."
The seniors from the 1964
squad honored at the banquet
were Thesing, Dudek, Powell,
Eastlake, DeFazio, Joe Wyzkoski,
Bill Tepe, Dick Bosticco, Paul
Kenney, John D a n k er t, Bob
Steltenpohl, Pete Boyland, Mike
Burns, Vince Eysoldl, and Tom
Brennan.

XU's ''Littlest Muslde'' Comes Honie
BY TOM ELLERHROCK
News Evening Division Editor
When is a Musketeer not a
Musketeer? Answer: when he is
either a candy bat•' or a statue.
Xavier will soon be the prnud
owner of a three-foot Muskie.
His nmnc is D'Artagnan.
Alexandt·c D um as \\Tole a
book called "The Three l\'Iusketeers" which was promptly
placed on the Catholic Church's
index of forbidden boolts. To this
day it remains in "literary hell."
His leading charactel' was a

s!t·ai)ping young man, who, if
he was living today, would be
quickly jailed on co u n t I es s
charges or drunk and disordcl'ly
conduct.
'
A young man 'of this caliber is
undoubtedly dcser\'ing lo hnve
his likeness c re c t e cl on th-e
grounds of a university where
the students bea1· the name of
the original group to which he
belonged.
Mrs. Joseph BoLirgeois, wife of
the chairman or our modern languages department, visited the
small town of Auch, in southern
France, during the past summct·.
While visiting the town square,

a seven-foot statue of D'Artagnan attracted her attention.
lUrs. Bourgeois told Auch's officials about XU's !Uusketeers.
As a result, the little city commissioned a sculptor to make "
three-foot-high cop~· of its leading citizen. 1'ht! statue is a gift
to Xavie1· from the citizens of
Auch.
The class of 'fl2 conlributPd
$2500 toward the pmchase of
stwh a statue, but nobody could
find ont'.
Now we have him, in all his
glory. Ho\\'C\'et', won't it be a
l.Jil derogatory lo have our statue
known as "the little!;t Muskie?"

Pace Two
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News Platform For
Progress At Xavier:
e

Increased emphasis on the

~esponsibmty

.. ','er it as \! o., Uberabil"

aidiarity.

ED!TOR-IN·CHTEF ••• ,, ••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Ilubert J. Gnrdiner, 'Ill
l"XECU'l'lVE Jo:Dl'l'OR •.......•••.•...•..••••••••••• Robert A. Rynn. Jr .. '65
ASSISTAN'l' 'l'O THE };XECU'l'IVE }}DITO!t. ••••••• , •• , •••. Donun Gnlvin. '67
Mi\NAG!NCl };ll!'l'OR.
•• .. .. .
. ....... David W. Cook. '65
ASSOCIATE }:Ol'l'ORS ••.... , ••• , ••••••• Robert O'Brien, '64: William Keck, '66
};Vm'1NG DIVISION J~DlTOIL.,, •••••• ,, •••••• , •••• , ••• '!'om Ellerbrock, '67
BUSINESS MANAGER ........ ,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Jetrre. '35
SPORTS EDITOR •• , •• , , , , ••• , , , •••• , ••••••••.•••••••••. Terry Wnllncc. '66
COf,UMNIS'l'S ••••••••••..•••••••••. Jerry Stenger, '66; Dick Grupenhoff, '66
RBI'ORTEHS .• , ....Tolin Sch1111l '115: ,lohn Scinntnrelli. '65 l llill. Schlnude~ker., '65
.John Getz 'fi7: Prnnk Sht•ppnrd, '61 : R1e•h 'Vntk111s, ~7;
Roh \Vt>~t. '67; Murk Dnrtholomy, '68; '£om 'Voods, 1 G8i
l'ntti norne1.
llUREAUS .......... •••••••• ................ Berlin: Allen DohMnn Cl
..
·
f!hicngo, .A lex P.
nc r~~or, 11r.
"rushington: .Alan C. Vontlf'rhnnr
CHIEl•' PHOTOGUAPIII~R •• ,,, .. ,, .... ,,,,,,, •••••••••••••• Jerry Wolter '67
CIHCULA'l'JON Dlllf>C'l'OR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dave Long. '65
l'~CUl.'l'Y ADVISOU ..••• , •••• ,, ••••••••• , •••••• Rev. Thomas G. Snvnge, S.J.

e

Reduction of sundry cost•
through the equitable
edministration of student serv-

to students

kes.

e

More emphasis on scholar•hip by the addition of meaning
io the Dean's List, heretofore •
aomewhot empt11 honor.

e

Increased "articipation ift
ex t r·a - curricular p r o g r a ms
throuvh the arousal of interesC
by student leaders.

weekly clnrin~ thP l'Clt0ol yrnr r~ce~t. d1~ring v~cnti'!,n periods· bJ
Xnder University, llnmilton County, Evnnston. Crnc111nnh 7. Ohto. $u.OO per yenr.
F.ntere•I n" •econd clnRR mntter October '· 1946 at the Post Office ot Cincinnati,
Ohio under the Act of :r.!nrch 3. 1879

e

Elimination of duplications,
vasted motion, discoordi11ation,
and aeneral confusion in registration through general refon,.
of the system.

Bob Ryan

Below The Masthead
EIGHT HUNDRED STUDENTS at the University of Califomla
campus at Berkeley this week hoped that there is safety in numbers.
For they are the rebels whose around-the-clock dedication to "free
speech" will lead them into the Berkeley Municipal Courtroom
Monday to answer charges of "disturbing the peace, resisting arrest,
and unlawful assembly."
The mass arrests followed a two-month uproar staged by an
estimated three percent of Berkeley's 27,500 students who in
adamance finally staged a nightlong protest against the school mlministration's ban against "engaging in partisan political activity
on campus." Their fury reached its peak last week when the 800
defendants spent the night on the floors of an administration stronghold. Helmeted California Highway Patrolmen, summoned by Governor Edmund G. Brown, graciously provided the alarm clock and
removed the student bodies to more secure quarters.
Their hearings postponed by Berkeley Magistrate Rupert G.
Crittenrlen, the revolutionaries sought support from their mentors.
The result: the powerful Academic Senate, whose word is Jaw to
Berkeley's 1500 fuU-time professors, endorsed the student cause
eight-to-one. Said one ecstatic spokesman for the newly dubbed Free
Speech Committee: "I can't imagine the university regents overruling such a decision by the senate."
But to others the outcome was less resolved. Governor Brown
reiterated that he would not grant amnesty to the infractors and
Distl'ict Attorney J. Frank Coakley emphasized that he would not
recommend dismissal of the 800 charges.
At \VEek's encl, the City of Berkeley prepared for a monumental
logjam in its court: all of the defendants were preparing demands
for jury trials.

IN UNITY, AMNESTY?
Berkeley coeds get nmnbered for police ccimeras .••

•

•

•

COLLEGE STUDENTS MARCHED ONTO AMERICAN CAMPUSES this year in unprecedented numbers and percentage increases, according to a report released this week by Dr. GarJand
G. Parker, dean of admissions and registrar at the University of
Cincinnati.
In his annunl survey of collegiate enrollment for the educational
journal, "School and Society," Parker reported a 10, l per cent increase in fttlllime students attending 1,111 accredited universities
and four-~·ear colleges, with a 9.3 per cent increa~e over 1963 in
totnl enrollment.
These higher education institutions this year enrolled 2,090,638
fulltime 5tudenls and a grand total of 4,ll!l,735. The largest increase
was recorded in freshman attendance, with first year students up
17.3 per cent over last year's enrollment.
"This is the largest p~rcentage increase that is likely to occur
in the forseeable future," Parker said. "The capacity of the nation's
institutions of higher ]earning to accept this fantastic increase is
nothing short of phenomenal," he said.

'

e Improvement of Ubrary reaearcli facilities.

Puhli~hed

By BOB RYAN
News Executive Editor

of the individual

atudent through tlle wise administration of the principle of sub•

e Expansion of campus parking facilities.

Strange

Eneount~

e Continuation of the facult11
evaluation program through voluntar11 participation.

Are There Enough 'Squares' At Xavier?
Each and every week during the academic year, the editors of The News rack
their tired and worn brains and scour the
campus and the city for news. When they
are lucky enough to come up with something of value their weekly panic subsides
and their large ulcers stop picking on their
smaller ones.
But once in a great whi1e The News will
come upon a story that, while bein~ of
fine news value, will dismay the ed1t01"s
as to why it must be published. Such was
the situation with last week's edition.
The lead story 1·eported the beginning
of a new group on the Xavier campus. In
most instances a new organization or club
is warmly received by students and faculty
alike. It shows a unifying force, a new outlet for talent or ambition: a new way of
furthering campus and city projects·.
But the purposes of this particular group
are not along these lines. This group has
as its aim to "simpJy vegetate, thus making any worthwhile project or endeayor on
campus as much a failure as possible."
While we realize that. the formation of
The Campus .Apathy Group was done in
a rather facetious vein its implications
were all too serious.
For there is indeed a p1·oblem here at
Xavier-a p r ob I em that, while hardly
unique to this campus, is still one that
cannot be ignored.
The problem goes deeper than the fact
that we have the mere e:dstence of a
smothering blan_ket of apathy on campus.
The problem is WHY! Why do only nine
couples show up at a football pep rally?
Why, when Student Council brings in topflite professional entertainment do only a
handful of Xavier students attend? Why
did only fifty-two percent of t;lle eligible
voters turn out for a presideniial straw
vote recently held on cam pus?
The answer? In the opinion of The News,
we simply don't have enough old-fashioned
squares in the XaYier family.
As Charles H. Brower, president of a
Chicago advertising firm said in a 1962
address, "everyone ·knows what a square
is. He is the man who never leamed to
get away with it. A Joe who volunteers
when he doesn't have to. A guy who gets
his ldcks trying to do something better
than anyone else can. A boob. who gets
so lost in his work that he has to be reminded to go home. A guy who doesn't
have to stop at a bar on his way home
at night because he's all fired up and full
of juice already. A character who doesn't
have to ·spend his evenings puttering in
a basement workshop and his weekend
scraping the bottom of a boat because he's
putting all that elbow grease and steam
into doing a satisfying job on the job he's
getting paid to do. A fellow who laughs

•

with his belly instead of his upper lip. A
slob who still gets all choked up when the
band plays ''America the Beautiful."
"His tribe isn't thriving too well in the
cmrent climate. He doesn't fit too neatly
in the current group of angle players, corner cutters, sharpshooters, and goof-offs.
He doesn't believe in opening all his packages before Christmas. He doesn't want
to fly now and pay later. He's burdened
down with honesty, loyalty, courage and
thrift. And he ma.y already be on his way
to extinction.
"We hope that some of him rubs off on
the present generation. For the forces of
conformity are still strong. Too many of
us are still sitting it out instead of sweating it out. Too many of us haven't got
the guts to stand np straight and dare to
be a square. Because the opposite of square
is round, and being round is so much simpler. Responsibilities and problems roll off
nice and easy. And we can just roll clown
the path without any bumps, being careful
to stay in the middle, becausi;i_ that's where
the most comfortable ruts are."
If some of our dear readers haye been
bored with this "trite chauvinistic" editorial, we suggest that they read it again-1
they are the ones for whom it is meant!

December 7, 1964
A l\Im·ine Corps firing squad stood at ntfont.ion on the deck of t.he United Stntes Const
Guard Cutter Tuckahoe, anchored in a quiet
South Pacific port l\fonday and squeezed off a
Yolley of reports which echoed neross the pages
of history. This wns Pearl Harbor 23 years
later. There was no fi reslorm, there were no
bodies or anguishcll cries. .Just mcmor·ics jncJcliblc for some, a ]most erased from ol hers
- memories of the holocaust which jgnilcd
tire world.
There was at first just a dull drone, growing
louder and louder, smldenly the yawning skies
disgorged the deadly formations. Panic swept
through the mnks of the U. S. fleet. But it, was
too late for action. Thirt.v-three hundred American lives redeemed the 'united States from its
ncquiesccnce that winter morn, and the angry
republic mobilized to ward off the onrushing
terror. It was a day of unity and wrath.
lt'om·~hundred thousand American lives later
the fire was extinguished. Only pain and eliar
wrought by man's battle against man stood as
witness fo what had gone before.
But the rubble rekindled.
As tire honor guard stood on the Tuclrni.10e
in solemn remembrance 23 years later, a seaman tossed a wreath into the Pacific grave
- the same "peaceful" ocean whose restless
waters splash upon shores four-thousand miles
nway where tonight artillery shells 1>lasb
thJ"ough tbc tI"opic air - once mo1·e.

r ..e
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Letters to the Editor
"Why Doesn't Xavier Have Much
Audio-visual Equipment on Campus?"
t'O '!'HI': EDITOR OF THE NEWS:

Does your professor do quite
a bit of writing on the blackboard? Do you 'have drfficulty
. reading this writing? Armed
Forces Training Instructors learn
before several other things that
the instructor sh o u 1d- always
print witti the chalk. Otherwise
be must use handouts, overhead
slides. or perhaps an audio-visual
. aid such as a film.
While paging through some
ef the Educational magazines at

my office, the question arose jn
my mind, "Why doesn't Xavier
have much audio-visual equipment? Does it cost too much?"
You may come up with several
answers of your own, but I submit that Xavier. will be experiencing evidence of outmoded
teaching methods sometime in
the future if present customs
· continue.

Many universities, and some
not too far away, are realizing
the great effectiveness of audiovisual aid. I think that it is about
time that lack of audio-visual
aids and lack of interest or
knowledge of them be certainly
established as no cause-effect relationship.
Every student enrolled in day
or evening classes, did so because of a distinct desire for the
kind of education available at
Xavier-but I don't think they
barred the college from any improvement. Perhaps the converse
exists, they joined Xavier despite
some shortcomings. If this is
true, all concerned (and this includes students) should try to
do something about it ••• be
glad to pitch in.

P. S. I would be glad to offer
information to anyone interested,
Thomas Hackman
Evening Division

"News Gives Something Of Worth"
TO THE EDITOR OF THE NF.WS:

have just finished reading
the December 4 issue of the
News. In particular, my attention was attracted to the article
on page eight on the DePot'l'es
Center.
I

This type of writing on the
collegiate level is an excellent
example of true, mature Catholic journalism. It shows that
the News is not only intel'ested
in reporting the every-day facts
about campus, but is attempling
to pi·esent its readers with a
deeper insight into today's social
problems on the local level,

On the same page, I noticed a
story on the Ecumenical Council. Again, an example of mature judgement. Most college
papers are satisfied with reporting about this club or that dance.
But not the News. You have given your readers something that
is well worth tht! time it takes
to really digest the entire paper.
Congratulations on a job well
done.
Sincerely yours,
Thomas J. Brown,
2740 Observatory Road

I.D.'s For Evening Division?
By PA'ITI ROMES

News Reporter

would, in the opinion of many,
be a good idea.

A project such as this will reAs has been noted by a conquire
much backing from both
siderable element of the day.
the faculty and student body,
school, as well as the evening
'and if the strong cooperation
division, a barrier exists between continues, Xavier night school
the two factions of Xaviet· Uni- students should have identification cards very shortly.
vet·sity.

Some of the night school students feel inferior towards the
full-time students, due to the
fallacy that the evening division
wa.s established for those studcn ts suffering from either lack
of money, or lack of brains. This
may seem hard to believe, but
it is the attitude shared by the
ftlajority of day school students.
Twenty-five dollars per semestet· hour is the tuition dost for
both day and night school students, and some of the same professors at Xavier during the day,
teach the Evening division students. These actual facts prove
the general misunderstanding of
day school students to be wrong.
Issuing identification cards to
interested evening division students would not only give them
• chance to participate in extracurricular and social activities,
but also promote a closet· union
between day and night school
students.
Because the evening division
students do not pay a $25.00 ,gen•
e1·al fee, it would be impossible
fm· them to receive all of the
privileges given day school students, and they certainly
wouldn't expect this, However,
a modification of the present
Identification card progt·am, de·
ai1ned for niaht 1chool atudentl

Fr. Shiels Named
To History Board
The Cincinnati Historical So•
ciety announced at its annual
meeting Monday evening the inclusion .of two local educators
on its board of trustees.
Chairman of the Xavier history department, Rev. W. Eugene
Shields, and Dr. Thomas N.
Bonner, head of the history de. partment of the University of
Cincinnati were a c c e pt e cl as
board membe1·s and raised the
number of officers from 15 to 17.

McGinn Is Daddy
By JACK WHITMAN

News Labor Reporter
Hugh Joseph McGinn III, the
first child of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas J. McGinn, was born November 14, Ruth Hoover, campus
vital statistician, reported this
week. The new McGinn weighed
in at seven pounds, 14 ounces.
The eldt;r McGinn did begin
teaching English at Xavier last
year while studying for a master's degree. His wife, Mary, was
a faculty secretary, He is cur•
rently on the faculty of Ohio

University, Athens.

Three

''Ghosts'' Appeals To Modern Audiences
By TO!\I ELLERBROCK
News Eveninc Division Editor

The Xavier Masque society
will conclude its present production of Henrick Ibsen's "Ghosts"
this weekend with performances
tonight, Saturday and Sunday
evenings in the South Hall audi~
tol'ium,

done. Marsha Weiland, who resembles Barbara Streisand, was
meek and saucy as Regina. Het•
father (?), Engstrand, was po1·trayed by Gt·egory Rusk. Rusk
has a tendency ·to be guttural,
but his excellent interpretation

oC the role more than makes up
!or this.

"Ghosts" is a seldom per•
formed play, Don't pass by a
chance to see it. [f you do, you
may never again have the op•
portunity,

Ibsen is not a contempora1·y
dramatist. This must be remembered when seeing one of his
works. He has a tendency to
be boring to the modem audience. However, if one has the
patience and the intelligence to
concentrate on what he is seeing, he will usually develop an
appreciation of the playwright's
talent.
Mr. Otto Kvapil has endeav~
ored, and fat• the most part succeeded in presenting a portrayal
of "Ghosts" which is appealing
to today's audiences. He has updated the play, without maiming
the master's work. This is all
the more an accomplishment
when one considers that Mr.
Kvapil has in all external appearances, left the play as it
was originaly written. For the
most part, the updating lies in
the actors' interpretations.
To update Ibsen is no easy
tnsk. One must be familiar with
the social customs of the time
in order to enjoy a full appreciation o! his works. Mr. Kvapil
has inserted bits of exposition
when needed. This is ve1·y seldom. The result is a fuller ap.
preciation of the play than one
could normally achieve.
Richard Grupenhoff has captured the essence of the righteous
Pastor Manders, who is a man
seeking only what is saintly. Yet,
this man has to combat a sensunl
desire which sometimes seems
as ir it may grow out of pro·
portion and smother his saintliness. Pastor Manders is 90 per
cent facade. His remaining ten
per cent is appalled at the idea
of loosing this facade which
would reveal his true desires
concerning the widow Alving.
Grupenhoff has a k1rnck for
"throwing away" a line, only lo
have it returned to him by the
reverberating chuckles of the audience.
Thomas Brinson is also deserving of special note. His is the
task of going insane. He does
this, in the third act, without
leaving the stage. Brinson has
had a great deal of experience
in the theater which shows itself
markedly, Occasionally he tends
to be a bit nasal, but this lends
itself to the role of Oswald Alving,
Mrs. Alving is played by Salli
Larkin, the wife of Dr. William
Larkin who is chairman of the
mathematics department. She is,
as Mrs. Alving should be, a lady
with poise and a certain pronounced dignity. Yet, she is
possessed by fears which even~
tuully lead to her solitude. I
could not help thinking of the
striking resemblance which Mrs.
Larkin shares with the bust of
Queen Nefertiti.
The minor roles

As The "Ghosts" Appears

Taking another

ho-hum vacation
because you think .
travelinc is expensive?

Cut It out.
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Sheraton-Park Hotel
··
Washington, D.C. 20008
Dear Sheraton: Please rush me an application for a
free Sheraton Student ID Card. I understand it will get
me discounts on room rates at Sheraton Hotels &
Motor Inns. Good Deal!
Name
Address

l!_S_~~t!.'°~~!'!.~~~e_!!_~~'!.i.!!!'!!1-5J

For Depe.ndable Travel
Over the Holidays

GOB&O

Relax Enroute and Arrive Refreshed

Round Trip Coach Fares from Cincinnati
St. Louis .••.•..•..... $28.16
Detroit .•.•••........ $21.51
Baltimore ••••••.••••. $41.09
Wa~hington ••...•••... $40.70

were well

Prof. RecoveI"ing
D1·. Boris Podolsky, 67, profes•
so1· of physics at Xaviet·, is reported to be in good condition
at Holmes hospital after suffet··
ing an apparant heart attack at
his home, 875 Lafay.ette Avc.1
Clifton, on December 1.
He is expected to be released
from the hospital in about three
week»,
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Convenient, All-Weather Train Service
LEAVE CINCINNATI 8:10 a.m. and 5:55 p.m. Eastward
LEAVE CINCINNATI 8:10 a.m. and 11:30 p.m. Westward

For details to other B&O points

CALL 241-8100

BALTIMORE &OHIO RAILROAD

'
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STASIO STARTS AS MUSKIES TRAVEL
Senior Replaces Williams;
Canisi11s, Titans Seek Revenge

BRENNER'S

PHARMACY

Senior forward John Stasio has been permanently inserted into the starting lineup as coach Don Ruberg takes
his Musketeer charges into enemy territory this weekend
to face the Canisius Griffins and the Detroit Titans.
STASIO, who has scored 27
points and tallied 15 rebounds
in the first two Muskie contests,
has already topped all his previous personal highs in his two
years of varsity competition.
All-American Steve Thorr;ias,
Ben Cooper, .Joe McNeil, and Jim
Hcngchold join Stasio ns John
returns to his hometown to do
b;iitle against Canisius College.
Canisius managed through a

rebuilding year last year wit.h a
10-14 record. Coach Bob MacKinnon has seven lettermen returning frnm that squad, but the
losses 01' Tony Gcnnari, Tim
O'Meara, and .Jon Nichols may
have ruined the hopes of a successful season.
Returning j u n i ors Dan 8hea
and Gary Bakalik offer the only
experience in the backcourt. hut
both saw only limited action last
season.
The bright side for the Griffins
is in the return of the entire front
line from last season. Frank
Swiatek, who a\·eraged 20.1 J;ist
season. Dick McClory, and John
Brennan are all retuming, but
none is tnller than 6-4. Junior
.Jim Bessinger, and sophomores
Norb Wesoel and Wnrren Plant
ha\'e height, but lack experience.
Saturday night's contest at the
Buffalo (N. Y.) Auditorium is
sehcclulcd to begin at 9:30 p.m.
(EST).
l\loncla~· f'vening will have the
J\luslwtcers facing the Unive1·sity
of Detroit's rugged Titans in Detroit.

Dctrnit lost only t.wo members
from its nation's leading offen-

Fi11al Record
For X Gridder
Category
X.
First Downs Rushing.. 64
First Downs Passing.,. 44
First Downs, Penalty.. 15
Total First Downs. . . . . 123
No. Rushing Attempts. 407
Yards Gained Rushing. 1639
Y;irds Lost Rushing ... 298
Net Yards Gained
Rushing ........... 1341
Passes Attempted , . , .• 171
Passes Completed . . . . . 70
Passes Had Intercepted 11
Net Yards Gained
Passing ......... , .. 1087
Total Offense tPlays) .. 587
Total Offense
(Net Yards) .... , . ~. 2428
Opponents' Pnsses
l n tereepted
8
Ya1·ds Interceptions
Returned
131
Time Punted
50
Punts Had Blocked .. , .
l
Yards Punted ........ 1878
J•unting A vcrage ..... 37.6
Punts Returned
21
Yards Returned
102
KiekoITs Returnee!
38
Yards Returned
6:33
'.rimes Penaliiecl
57
Yards Penalized
614
2(i
Times Fumbled
Fumbles Lost
12
Points S~ored
1:39

........

..........

.........

......

......
....

........

........

Opp.
104
42
13
l 5!)
467
2324
170
2154
130
til

8
750
603
290·1
11

159
48
0
Jll95
3!l.5
13
38
24
442
64
67!l

20
12
210

3618 Montgomery Road
Next to

Shirt~Laundry

you're
positively ·
diabolical

sive squad of last year and present one of the most formidable
opponents on the Musketeer
schedule.
Leading the Detroit contingent
is 6-8 center Dorie Murrey, Murrey averaged 17 points and 14
rebounds per game last year as
a sophomore.
Along with Murrey Coach Bob
Calilrnn teams veterans Terry

1~

Page, Lou Hyat.t, John Schramm,
and John Watson.
J,AST YEAR Xavier beat Cani:-dus 104-84 with Steve Thomas
leading all scorers with 42 points.
In the two contests between
Xavier and Detroit, Xavier swept
the series with scores of 12l-ll3
<incl 114-112. Thomas had 50 and
30 in the two Detroit contests.

Keep Away ••. It May Be A Bomb!

Xavier owns a 4-1 eclge over
1he Griffins, while the Musketeers have a 17-9 lead in the
series with Detroit.

Musketeers Steve Thoma.s (lO), Ben Cooper (middle),
John Stasio (behind Cooper), Joe McNeil (4) a.nd .Jim
Hengeho1d (20) watch Jive ban with Union's FI·eeman
(left) and Phipps. Xavier won 96-66.

-Netu (Wo/fa) Pholo

Xavier Edged By Villanova;
Rebound By Beating Union
X;ivier's speedy Mu~keteers
earned a split in their fi1·st two
g;imes of intercollegiate play by
dropping a !l:f-89 th r i 1 l er to
Villanova Saturday night in
Philadelphia and then returning
home to clump UniC'n (Ky.) College, 96-66.

centage with 50% to Villanova's
47%.
Against Union Coach Rubcrg
got a 34-point performance from
Steve Thomas and a 21 - point
effort from Jim Hengehold to
enable the Musketeers to nm off
with a 96-66 triumph.
Although the Muskies got off
All-American . g u a r rl Steve
Thom;1s carried mo~t of the of- to a miserable start, falling befensive loacl as he registered 29 hind 11-4 right at the start,
points against Vill<inova and :i4 Thomas and Hengehold began t.o
against Union. Thomas tallied connect. With 5:20 left in the.
thP.i;c points while still suITering first half and Xavier leading
frnm a ft er eITects of a !'prainecl 27-21, the Muskies rattled off 12
ankle· suffered in practice eight straight points to mark ·the beginning of the encl for the 0\1tclays ago,
mannecl Bulldogs.
The Musketeers surprised a
Ben Cooper again led all remuch taller and higher - touted
bounclers with 13 re b o u n cl s.
learn in the Villanova game at Cooper also a cl de cl lO points.
Philadelphia. Xavier, showing a John Stasio with 11 points and
case of· early-game jitters fell Joe McNeil with 10 points were
behind by a 34-l 4 margin in the
the other Musketeers in double
Jfr~t. half, but bounced back to
figures.
give the Wildcat~ more than they
Xavier next nms into Canisius
could handle.
on Saturday night, Dec. 12 nnd
Thomas, who has an enviable travels to the University of Derecord of sterling performances . troit on Mon clay night. Both
at the P;ilest.ra in Philadelphia, games will be aired by WPFB
;;nd center Ben Cooper were the in Middletown. ·
reasons why Xavier almost came
iill the way back.
Cooper, hancled the unclesira ble position of guarding Villanova's all - American candidate,
Jim Washington, played W;ishington and a series 0! othe1· taller
men right off off the floor. Ben
led nil rebounclers with 14 and
;idcled 17 points to hi~ tally. The
best Washington could clo was
l 2 points and nine rebounds.
Coach Don· Ruberg also got
outstanding performances from
reserves John Stasio ;mcl Jnck
Wambach. Stasio, ca 11 e cl into
emergency duty when B r ya n
Williams was injured early in
the game, aclclecl 16 points and
nine rebounds to the Musketeer
ledger. Wambach, spelling sophomore Jim Hengehold at the
other forward, tallied eight
points arid nine rebounds.
Xavier ended the game with
the edge in rebounding, 44-42,
11nd the edge in field &oal per-

WILLIAM SLOANE
HOUSE Y.M.C.Alt·

35& West 34tll St. (llr Nl11tll AVI.,

lt•w York, N. '·

PllDH: DXford 5-5131
(Ono lllack from Penn $11tion)
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Drink the milk
with the delicious
difference in
taste ...

•
1n
Wear Dated
Post-Grad
slacks by

h.i.s.

A devilish gleam will come into
your eyes when you assume
the lean and lethal pose that
these pants give you. They
.trim you up and taper you
down. Post-Grads are the neplu§-ultra of campus styles
because they're absolutely
·authentic. Neat belt loops.
Narrow-but-not-too-narrow
cuffs. Shaped on-seam pockets. You can look satanic for
a pittance since they cost but
$6.98 a pair in 55% Acri Ian*
Acrylic, 45% Rayon. Buy 'em
and hissss!
..
'

'Chemstrand R~eistcred Trademarks , • :
meaning that these slacks arc uncondi·
tionally guaranteed for one full year's nor·

mal wear.

l'renchBa•

·

lf.l.S. Styles Now at Two Locations:

745 SWIFTON CENTER
Hd WESTERN VILLAGE
tAc:r. . ..._

w....

Hilt Pllul.
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THE SPORTING LIFE
By TERRY WALLACE, News Sports Editor

Greek Matliematicians Accept Te11
Ten students and faculty mcm-

'------------------:---~·--------'-

bcrs swore Tuesday night to al-.ways work to advance the study
Both games will be aired as
or mathematics as they were
usual on WPFB in Middletown .
The Canisius game commences initiated into Xavier's chapter
at 9:30 p.1i:i. on Saturc!Hy night, . of Pi Mu Epsilon, the national
while the Detroit contest begins
mathematics honor fraternity.
at 8:30 p.m. on Monday night,·
Inducted at t.he ·annual cere:.:
• • •
monial banquet were: faculty
Coach Ed Bile.s of the
I\"·ius·
members Mr. Collins, Mr. Mark
kcteer. football team was un.
usually optimistic about the out- . A. Cummings, Mrs. Kathleen
look for 1965's version of the· Davidoff, Mt'. Rudolph A. Feigcr,
Musketeer football squad.
· amd Mr. Al'bert J. Klee; graduate
student David C. Trunnell; senIn his remarks to the crowd
.
iors
Robert M. Huth and Richard
at the Football ·Banquet Tuesday
t. Menninge1·; juniors James L.
night, Biles mentioned that his
Kenkel and Joseph A. Wehlcn,
two regrets fl'Om the past season were the loss to Kent State
Jr.
and the Jae! that the seniors
Dr. Mark Mahowald, chairwon't be around to be with the
man
of Nol'thwcstern Univerteam when it becomes a winsity's mathematics' department,
ner next year.
was slated to have spoken on
Continuing his 1·emarks, Biles
''Some Exotic Surfaces" at the
predicted that quarterback C;irTuesday afternoon ceremonies
roJl Williams will have a great and was to have been inducted
season for Xavier next year. "\\1e
think he'll make people fol'get
some of those local quartel'backs
FPnuth' ~tndflnt worlcinj!; wny tlirun~h
of the past couple of years."
fll•hool 1h!:o-ir1•1-0 n lur~e \'ulunw or

Most Xavier students were
pleased and surprised by the
. performance of the Musketeer
basketball squad'in Philadelphia
t.his past weekend.
Unfortunately, early-game jitters cost our 'Muskies the op. poi'tunity to add Villanova to
the list of highly-touted teams
t.hat suffered losses in the first
:full week of collegiate play.
Coach Don Ruberg's promise
of a n o th e r outstanding teum

doesn't seem so far-fetched any
longer. Rubf:'.rg has found a group
of leaping Iront-courtmen who
have ~hown that they can 'outrebound the supposedly moretalented ·and taller teams.
Furthermore, there's what appeared to be a depth pl'Oblem.
Before the season people wanted
to know what we'd do H one of
our first five fouled out or got
into trouble. We found out some
things about our depth Saturday
night.
When Bryan Williams was injured early in the Villanova
game, John Stasio came in and
added 16 points and nine rebounds to the Xavier cause. Ruberg also called on 6-2 Jack
Wambach to fill in at a forward
position and Wambach totalled
eight points and nine rebounds.

Biles concluded his remarks
with the statement that "we
think that this could be a great
football team next year."
This optimism is encouraging
and we fully expect that Coach
Biles's confidence is well-founded. While there will be some
faces missed next year clue to
graduation, none of these losses
seems unbeal'able. With the news
that the ;1thletic department is
dic~ering with Quantico to replace Detroit on the footba II
schedule, we are guaranteed of
decent competition, and still, the
type tha\. could gain us an undefeated season.

Little more can be ~aid about
the two individuals whose contributions seem to be the keys
1o a successful Xavier season,
Steve Thomas and Ben Cooper.
Steve played all the way in
both games over last Vl'eckend
with an ankle heavily taped to
support an ankle spl'ain suffered
two days earlier in practice. It
seems that Steve can do no
wrong in the Philadelphia Palcstrn. Last year he and Bill Bradley or'Princeton were chosen the
outstanding opponents o( teams
in the Philadelphia area.

Fr. O'Connor's message delivered to the Banquet by Fr.
O'Callaghan concerning \he state
of the football situation al Xavier
seemed to indicate that Xavier
is not too interested in lining up
big-name foes for its schedule.
Apparently the depal'tmcnt feels
that we ~hould stay at our own
lc\'cl and worry about beating
teams like our own. There <ire
good points and bad points ;ibout
a philosophy like this.

Coopet:'s performance at the
Palestra was probably even more
encouraging. Ben outplayed the
Wildcats' Jim W a shin gt on
thl'oughout the en ti r c g<1me.
Coop's "tiger tactics" on both of:tensive and defensive boarcis enabled the Muskies to gain the
44-42 total edge in rebounding.
This week en cl the Muskies
play two teams that have scores
to •settle with Xavier. Canisius
was badly beaten by the Musketeers at the Field House last
year in one of Steve Thomas's
most exciting performances of
the year. Detroit brought their
high-scoring unit a g a i n s t the
Muskies twice and both times
were beaten at their own g;1me.
Steve's 50 points in the first of
the two episodes stands as the
1111-time record Xavier individual '
i;coring effort.

as an honorary member. Illness
prevented his coming; the as!iCrnblecl · mathe1naticians instead
heard a talk by Mr. Richard

r . . . ,,.

Sternk (If the University or Cincinnati mnthcmatics dep<•rtment
on "The Convergence of Infinite
Exponenti<ils."

•'eOC.l·Cl'll•·· ...... D •'re .......... fllRl5f[ll[C T•lCI" ... , ... ,
'IJl'HICH IDl"lfl•'I' CMlV 1 .. t r11omrct or till CClCA•CillA ("<~ , . . . . . . .

~~~~{):.

.

j
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typiui.r. Lt>tfl•l'!-1, f'Ol'l'l'~JI011tll~nc·t• 1 tf•rm

JJUJH'I'!', t•lt•. \\'i11 pirk up noel tlt•li\•t•r.
Jt'n~t, n1·1•.urntt• 1 ... mf:ienl Jo;~r\•tct!. One

c1•11t u 1i nt•.

SANDY -

Phone 381-6090

Learn French in France
Learn Spani1h in Spain
Learn Italian in Italy
Learn German in Aartria

Game goes·better refreshed.
And Coca-Cola gives you that big, bold taste.
Always just right,
.never too sweet •.• refreshes best.

$599.00

,

things

go

b~~th

Includes lrJllsportation on Holl,1nd
/1meric;m Lines, room ;ind beard and
tu1t1on.

$199-00

Coke •

Includes 1ornn and board ;ind tuition
and ce1 t if irate.
Also av~i\;1bll! 1his summer in EtirC1pe,
student tours and full-year study
abroad.
Write now: W.S.A.,
7621 N. Van Dyke,
Milwaukee 17, Wis.

eottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by: · • .... · -·

THE COCA-COLA fOTTl.ING WORKS COMPANY

•

Cincinnati

. . . . . . . . . . . . -~.
<:; :_i""'.' .'l:.··.·.·
THE

SHIRT

.
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LAUNDRY
3616 Montgomery Road
EVANS'fON
One Block South of Dana
Few Blocks North of the Dorm

BACHELOR SERVICE
FLUFF DRY BUNDLES
• 4-HOUR SERVICE •

RENT·A-~AR
The cars are the same!
The price is the
difference!

$

(Same Insurance Coverage)

'Chap Stick' goes along!
Per Mile

24 Hr. Day

•Buy only the gas
you use.
·

Free Pick-Up and Delivery at All Hotels and Airports!

·Budget Rent-A-Car - Call 241-6134
123 W. 6th St.

•

Lobby Parkade Garage

When T get a break from the tournament tour,"

.-even cracked.Then our guide tipped me off to

says this leading golf pro, "I love to go up north
to hunt. But the change in climate sure raises
'cain with my lips.They used to get annoyinsly dry

'Chap Stick'. It makes sore lips feel good instantly,
helps heal them fast. Now whether I'm out with
my 12-gauge or my 5 iron, I carry 'Chap SticK'.'~

11

,

11=~-

A favorite f
. .. ~_W'tn"
In CaniJdiJ. , ...,:.:!.'-\'~

_:~~)!\

I• -

-

•

§

f(

The lip balm !elected

; for use by the
' U. s. Ol;vmplc Team.

DON'T LET DRY, SORE LIPS SPOIL YOUR .FUN-WHEREVER YOU GO, GO WITH 'CHAP 'STICK;
"Sltll• ''"~' 11 Iii• It.I ~,,., 1o10~1911_ .. ,G.

co•r., ~vNcHtutco, '4'ti
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Spiritual Group To Turn Alters

Dick Grupenhoff

Current and Choice
The Fall issue of the Xavier
literary quarterly, the "Athenaeum," has recently been distributed, A few words about it
might be appropriate here. The
covet· is an interesting one, and
according to Andrew Interdonato, associate editor and cover
designer, it is one of a cycle.
His theory for the design of this
issue and the three to rollow is
that not only Man was affected
by the fall of Adam and Eve,
but so was Nature. The Fa II is·
sue depicts that period between
the throbbing, c1·eative Summer
and the barren, disconwlate
Winter,
Editor David Stratman voices
the theme quite well in the preface to the issue when he says,
"Autumn is the season of change,
fi·om the rich fruitfulness of
summer to the barrenness of
winter; it is the season of dying.
The cover photo is of 'Eve Disconsolate': she too has begun
d,ring, who is now naked fhrough
sin to the harshness of winter.
The fruitfulness ot the Ga1·den,
of the summer, is gone; 5hc can
do nothing now but await the
warmth and life of a time to
come, the spring of redemption.
There is beauty, lhough, even
in barrenness, i-n the clean,
smooth lines of a t.>ody created
tor eternal life."

teen syllables, with five syllables
in the first line, sc\•en in the second, and five in the third. The
poem usually has some reference
fo the seasons.) J. D. Salinger
mentions this form in "Seymour:
An Introduction." "Now in the
Dark" by Dennis Brown, and
"In the Death Time of the Year"
by Andrew Interdonato, carry
out the issue's theme of Autumn
and dying, Brown's poem is filled
with clear visual imagery, as is
his final W<>rk, "You, Barbara."
Editor Stratman contributes his
finely-tuned sensual eye in "Figures of Speech," Frank Fair looks
back in retrospect in "Justify,"
and yours truly adds "On Sin
and Life," a work elicited after
reading a passage from Pius Xl's
"Quadregessimo Anno." Mermaid
Tavern Host, Patrick Harkins,
gives a solemn "P.S. to Hart
Crane," the late American poet
who committed suicide while at
sea.
Much more can be said about
the issue and the contributors,
but the space is limited. The1·e
js much more in the issue than
I could possibly cover here, so
I suggest you read it over for
your own enjoyment,

Wednesday, November 25, the Chapel, Xavier altars maintain lems inv,olved in getting Xavl•
student Committee for the Lit· · the old position,
altars turned to face the people.
urgy on Campus held its third
One Jesuit who was invited to It also invited Father Eugene
consecutive. meeting in Alter speak to the Committee said that Maly, an official Vatican Council
Hall, Under the sponsorship of students have the right and duty theologian, to speak at Xaviel'
Terry Wallace, president of the to seek "any ge~tures in the December H.
Spiritual Committee of the Stu· liturgy which will help to ex·
Meetings of the Committee a~
dent Council, the gro.up holds as press your role."
held on Wednesdays at 7:ao p.m.
its purposes: 1) understaQding of
The Committee then appointed in Alter 110, Any interested
the liturgy; 2) seeking changes members to investigate the prob· Xavier students may attend,
suitable to the University c a m - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - pus, Formation of the Committee,
which is open to all, was suggested by the November Student
Council opinion poll on the lit·
urgy,

Cancel your "pressing engagements"!

Fara Press

Comparing Xavier to o th er
universities, one committee mem•
ber reported that the Newman
club of Northwestern University
had gained pe1·mission to have
their altars face the people two
years ago, Except in Bellarmine

Citr
C11holic Mixers

lM

Q1111

DECEMBER 13
Featuring

GEORGE KASPER
l:JO-U:OO

Fenwiek Cltd•
426 EAST FIFTH STREET

Admission $1 .00 ·

----------------=============--

Never Need Ironing
'

11

...

They1'e ironing while
they're drying"nd

Exciting
New
Designs

Herc, then, is the Fall issue,
to be .followed by the Winter issue and death's final tl'iumph.
Spring will bring rebirth and revival. and Summer is the long
period of creative happiness,
The first poem, entitled "Psalm
Salingeresque," by Robert Dissclkamp, is patterned a fte{ an
oriental literary form known as
a double Haiku (a Haiku being
a three-lined poem witl1 :>even-

''°fis The Season
Fo•· 'Cats To Howl

·

Under the direction of T,ewis
E. Whikehart, professor of choral
music, nearly 400 singers and
musicians in the combined rnusieitl ensemble of the Col!egeConservatory of Music will perf-orm the traditiona.1 carols and
olher classical Christmas music.
A special invitation is extended to Xavier students, faculty
and alumni.
There is no charge for admission, and free parking will be
a1•ailable an the campus.

N~w

England

Hat
Manufacturing
Company

*

118 East Sixth Street
Cincinnati, Ohio
. _,

Styled-right

The University or Cincinnati's
College-Conservatory of Music
will present the annual "Feast of
Carols" concert of. Christmas
music at 4 p.m. Sunday, December 13, in Wilson Memorial Hall
011 the UC campus.

FaraPress,.,,

Slacks
DIAN\C>ND

Never Wrinkle
Won't Wilt or Muss
Creases are Permanent
Colors are Fast
Feature Finest Fabrics·
Wear Longer and
Stay New Looking

Rt NG S

Tr'.le artistry is expressed in the brilliant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond engagement ring. Each setting is a masterpiece of
design, reflecting the full brilliance and beauty
of the center diamond ... a perfect gem of flawless clarity, fine color and meticulous modern cut.

Just wash 'em,

The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on the
tag is your assurance of fine quality and lasting
satisfaction. Your very personal Keepsake is
awaiting your selection at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find
him in the yellow pages under
"Jewelers." Prices from $100
to $2500. Rings enlarged to
show beauty of detail.9Trademark registered.

They Press
Themselves
.

:
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HOW TO PLAN YOUI ENCAGE•llT AND WEDDING
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Pleose send new 20-page booklet, "How To Pia"
Your Engogement ond Wedding" and new 12-page
full color folder, both for only 25t. Also, send
special offer of beautiful 44-poge Bride's Book,
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"I'll Take BiearfJonote"

Tom Ellerbrock

The Shady Side

Foreign Students Serve Rare- Foocls At Mixer
Anyone for a nice tried Bagiyas?

By TOM ELLERBROCK
News Evenlnl' Division Editor

The season of Christmas and
holiday cheer (prefernbly Canadian Club) is upon us, bringing with it the annual problems
which we are all about to lace.
The number one dilemna which
remains peculiar to this season
concerns money. "Where is it?"
"How do I get it?" These are the
questions which are uppermost
1n the minds of most people.

to fix the padding in a good way
so that people will think I'm
really Santa Claus. Then I stand
around Peebles Corner all day
with a sign that says "Help
MGCOEOHCB." When asked the
m e a n in g of MGCOEOHCB,
Goldie replied, "Oh, that means
make Goldie come out even on
her Christmas bills. Most people
don't ask what it means, they
just throw in a quarter so they
won't look cheap."

There are three places where
money· can usually be found: In
your pocket, in the bank, and
in the bulging wallet of your
benevolent boss.

For those of you who 'don't
find Goldie's solution inviting,
I recommend that of Rupert
Fern. Rupe~t is a Chemistry
major, who finds a use for the
subject outside of the classroom.

The average Evening Division
student has no small fortune in
his pocket, is incapable of robbing a bank, and can't muster
the courage_ to ask his employer
for a raise. Then how does he
finance his expenditures during
this season of brotherly love?

Mr. Fern suggests the following: Take two peppermint lollipops, a pint of distilled evergreen
juice, one jigger of H20, and a
half dozen cranberry roots. Add
to all of this the secret ingredient.
For all or you who are i~ter
ested, the secret ingredient is
available. However, a small fee
will be charged. It isn't revealed
here, because publication of the
ingredient would spoil the secret.

Five people were asked this
question. Four people gave a reply, and three of the replies are
printable.
As is the policy of all "Shadyside personal interviews," the
names have been changed to
project the incident.

Mr. Fern assures all who ask,
that his Home-brew is capable
of melting the heart of even the
most confirmed Scrooge. "With
a melted heart," he asks, "how
can anyone - fail to show mercy
to his debtors?"

Goldie Nugget, a T h u r s d a y
night Theology student, was the
first to volunteer her "sure-fire"
way of coming out even.
Says Goldie, "Well, I usually
go up into the attic, which we
have located at the top of our
house, and look around until I
:find this big old trunk which my
father uses to store his Santa
Claus suit inside of. Then I put
cm the suit, being ve1·y careful

Maria Josepha Holyman offers
the last suggestion, "Sweat it out,
buddy."

This was the main dish served
to the overllow crowd at the
recent student mixer sponsored
by the International Students
Association here on campus.
The gathering, held last week
in the Cash room of Logan hall,
was attended by almost 100 foreign students from Xavier, ou·r
Lady of Cincinnati and Mt. St.
Joseph. According to Kash Cha- .
nani, vice-president of the association, and a native of Bombay,

HELP WANTED
STUDENT COORDINATOR
Co r scholastic employment
program. Must be about to receive degree in 1965 and in
upper fifth of class. Requires
3 hours per week. Very remunerative position. Personnel Director, General Academic Placement, 101 South
Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.
19107.

India, the event was in keeping
with the aim of the group which
is to "promote understanding
between different countries
through students."
This yeat's membership in the
association is at an all-time high
of over 45 students. They represent many Middle and Far-

Eastern C()lllltrics including ladia, Japan, Pakistan and othere.
Chanani stated that he wa1
"proud that there are so mnny
foreign students on the Xavier
campus" and that his group
would attempt to provide mor~
student activities for them ia
the ruture.

$1.19

$1.19

GREGORY'S STEAKS
124 E. SIXTH STREET
-CINCINNATI, OHIO
OPEN 11:00 A.M.-7 DAYS A WEEK

CHAR-BROILED

12-oz. - SIRLOIN STEAK - 12·oz.
-OR-

l•Jh. - HALF CHICKEN - l·lh.
BAKED IDAHO POTATO, GARLIC FRENCH ROLL
CHEF SALAD BOWL
WITH ROQUEFORT OR CHOICE OF DRESSING
AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

ALL POR $1.19
~

CARRY-OUT

SERVICE
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More on the way
every day!
Thanks for waiting!

Although her advice is the
least attractive, I think it is what
the". majority of us
end up
doing.
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smart, new
in,imo'•
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'65 Chevrolet

It's longer, wider, lower. It's swankier, more i-;pacious. You could
mistake it for an expensive car-if it weren't for the price.

'65 Chevelle

Fresh-minted styling. VS's available with up to 350 hp. A softer,
quieter ride. And it's as easy-handling as ever.

'65 Chevy IC

Clean new lines. Fresh new interiors. A quieter 6 and-VS's
available with up to 300 hp. Thrift was never so lively.

.

-

.
ICOLOR
., 01LUXEI

PETER
ELKE
SEUERS SOMMER

Drink the milk
with the delicious
difference in
taste ...

'65Corvair

-French Bauer

It's racier, roomier, flatter riding. With more power available-

up to 180 hp in the new top-of-the-line Corsas.

Afore lo llM. moro lo lrf/ In tlte cars more 11eople 111111
01der a new Cherro/1~ C~1rell1, Chery a, Co1v111 91 Co1vett1 now at your deal,1'1_
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'Ci1han Ransomer' Warns of ·Latin American Peril
,.

Cited As '~lodetn St. Xavier,'
llo11ovan Fears New Violence
'!'he New York attorney
ho negotiated the raneoms
of the Cuban Bay or Pigs
prisoners and the TT-~ pilot
Francis Gary Powers warned n Xavier audience 81111day that the tragedy of
Cu I> a "·ill be cluplieated
throu'!ho11t. Latin :\merica in
undoubtcclly more violent
form than we have sPen. unless "reform is erreC.·ted before revolution."
·
' \ \1

James Britt Donovan,
s1waldng at tlw a I 11 m n i
Communion
IHeakfast
where he received the university's highest honor. the

St. l"rancis Xavier i\fodal,
advised

that

the

r

11

I in g

classes of Latin America are
"digging their own graves."
Donovan, cited ai; a "modernday St. Francis Xavier," was
hailed by Rev. W. Eugene Shiels,
S.J., chairman of lhc department
of history and political science,
as a man who "restored to the
20th Century one of the Church's
ancient corporal works of mercy
that is all but forgotten by modern man-he ransc.inccl th<? captive at great pcrsomtl sacrifice
and cost."
The award is given each year
to a person who, in the view of
the administration, "represents
the same qualities that made St.
Francis Xavier a towering figure
in the 16th century."
In his acceptance speech, the
48-yem·-old Fordham g1·acluale
staled:
"With respect to the negotiations themselves, Premier Castro
al first was very hostile. especially since he was being advised
by dedicated Communists seeking to influence his decisions.
'l'hey hated me and my mission,
Yet, on the other hand, it is a
great mistake tc. believe fhat all
those in high positions in Cuba
today are Commuu is ts. This is
simply not true.
"The point is that even today,
In my opinion, the situation in
Cuba remains more Latin and
more Cuban than it is l\larxist.
"The Fidelista mllvement has
taken hold in very i:-reat measure
throughout the island of Cuba.
It is discouraging, I know, to
have to report this tu you. but it
Is the simple trnth. C:astro has
deliberately leveled his m a in
thrust at the youth of tht> country, Lenin once said, 'Gh•e me
the youth of a nation tour :vears,
and I can assurii its future.'
"Castro is now in his sixth
yea1· with the youth c.f Cuba,
All these children go lo government schools, where they live
and are heavily indoctrinated
with pro-Communist, pro-Castro
and anti-United S l a t es propaganda. In short, with an army
and civilian militia totaling per.haps 400,000 today, any concept
ithat dropping 20,000 U. S. Marines into Cuba would mean a
prompt end to the entire situatic.n, is simply absurd. Even if
all Russian troops and defenses
were withdrawn, any U. S.-sponsored invasion w o u l cl mean a
long and bloody struggle.
"These are sim1Jle facts. At
times people tend tfl think In
terms of what might ha\•e been
done, back at the time of the Bay
er Pigs invasion in early lfHJI.
C:astl'O himself told me he then
had only seven military ail·er:aft
and did not have enough trained
pilots to man those i-:even planes.
But, as of today. with hundreds

recall that a spoke:,-:rrian for our
own State Department has declared that while Castro needs
Russia for his stomach, his heart
is with Red China.

of pilots traint>d In Poland and

"I say to you, in conclusion,
that the traredy of Cuba and the
present PH«ht of the Cuban people under the re«ime of Castro,
will be duplicated throughou't Latin America in undoubtedly
more violent· form than we-have
seen, and in the immediate future, unless reform in the true
sense of -social justice is effected
before revolution.

Czechoslovakia as well as Russia.
and with the military planes he
has received. it is idle to talk .in
t e rm s of an invasion being a
trivial, minor conflict.
"What remains fo1· the future
in Cuba is most dif[icult to predict.' It depends vet·y clearly upon
what our government does, what
the Soviet government docs, and
what Red China does. All three
nations are important factors in
the future or Cuba."The net effect at the present
time, of course, is that we are
confronted with a socialist island
only ninety miles away from our
mainland. As one writer wrote
not long ago, 'There has been no _
icans cannot read or write; _in
invasion, no blockade, and yet,
Haiti, nine out of ten. A majority
no talk.'
of Latin American ch i 1 d re n
"One of the m o s t diffic111t never go bey on d the second
questions to answer ill whetht!r grade in school and their life exor not Castro always was a Com- pectancy is under 35 years of age.

Attorney Donovan and Father O'Connor

munist. In my opinion the an·
swer is, no, altho11gh he was ~'
socialist radical in his youth. To
this day Castro is a Fidelista.'
in that he believes in himself
more than he does in Karl l\farx.
"His relations with Soviet Russia may be likened to a telescope.
Khrushchev is looking through
his end at Castro, to see how he
has been using Fidel; but Fidel
is looking through the other end,
and he knows how he has been
using Khru'shchev. Castro has
been playing So v i e t Russia
against the United States, and
both against Red China, in his
battle for survival.
'
"The Communist p r ob I em
exists not o n 1 y in Cuba but
throughout all Latin America.
'l'here is a deep-seated tendency
in the United States to view virtually all the earth's ills as attributable to Communism. I often
wonder what some of the professional anti-Communists would
do if Communism suddenly went
away, and they had to find another dragon to slay. They are
against Communism and sin, but
the question is, what are they
for?
Latin American Facts

e

Latin A m er i ca embraces
twenty independent nations, including Mexico, Central America, South America and the Caribbean Is la n d s. It constitutes
one-sixth of the earth's land surface. Brazil alone is almost ns
large as the United States, while
Bolivia is the size of Texas and
California combined.

e

There now al'e approximately 200 million people in
Latin Amel'ica,

e The average per capita
annual income throughout Latin
America is $280, and in many
countries such as Peru, it is less
than $120 per annum. In nearly
all these countries less than two
per cent of the population control
the majority of the wealth, and
there is vh'tually no middle clDss
or sound economic development
within the nation.
(I would like to say at thi11
point that one of the most start·
ling aspects of the Castro s11cee§s
is that a social revolution so profound in nature could occur In
Cuba, w h I c la had a · relatively
J1igh standard of li\'lug and in
which t h e re existed a middle
class and strong trade unions. If
this happened in Cuha, I ask you
to think ol' the potentiality ex11losh•e situation in othe1· La tin
American countries:)

e

Six out of ten Latin Amer-

e "Throughout Latin America,
there is anti-Yankee sentiment,
deep-rooted in every stratum of
society. In one country, the
United States is condemned because its investments arc so great
that the country's politicians can
shout that the Un it e d States
maintains economic domination
ove1· the nation and treats it as
a Yankee colony. ln a neighboring counh'y, the United States is
condemned with equal vigor because it has not invested enough,
and local politicians charge that
we are deliberately k~eping 'the
country underdevelcped for future exploitation. In n either
country can the United Sta_tes
win, since under either guise 'we
a1·e called 'Yankee Imperialists.'

e

"Latin America has the
highest rate of population growth
in the world, even higher than
Red China. Today, its population
is about the same as the United
States and Canada cembined.
"Throughout Lat in America,
contrary to popular belief in -the
United States that there have
been continual Latin American
revolutions, the1·e have been only
two true revolutions with an
ideological basis, those in Mexico and Cuba. All the others have
been just changes in the palace
gua1·ds. But in every Latin American nation, especially since the
advent of Castro, there has been
a dramatic stirring among the
population which will continue
even if Communism disappears
from the world." Among the poor
and oppressed there has been an
awakening similar to that in Af1·ica and Asia; ari urgent demand
for some hope of education for
one's children, a living wage and
a semblance of human dignity.
"The
trolling
nations
only to
also to
tion.

wealthy oligarchies conth es e Latin American
appear to be blind, not
sii;nple social justice but
their own self-preserva-

"They can reply, and do so:
''l'his is our problem, .and we
·need no advice from Yankees.
We will continue to pay laborers
a wage of 40 cents a day. We will
continue to oppose land reform,
tax reform, p u b 1 i c education,
puWic health and housing, We
will continue to live in the ma11ne1· of sixteenth century Spanish
grandees, and we will continue
to keep unnecessary a r m i e s
which are not here for the counti'y's self-dcfemc, but tu help us
preserve out· preserves..'
"Yet our proper concern in
Cincinnati, Chicago, San Francisco, or New York, is not whether

these rulers are 5lmply dl«rlnr
their own graves, but whether
they are not al90 digging ours.
"The whole of Latin America
has always been a special target of Red China. In the United
States, the question is always
asked me, for example, 'How
many Russians are in Cuba?' No
one asks,- what in my opinion is
the more important question,
'How many Red Chinese are in
Cuba?' The answer is, this is big
in Cuba, and it is dangerous, because Premier Castro thus far
has carefully avoided siding with
Russia in her political conflict
with Red China.
"In Cuba's present planning,
especially in agriculturnl development and economic diversification, Red China is a major, if
not dominant factor. You may

"The Alliance for Progress has
been a step in the right direction.
However, my judgment is that
the best solution is not going to
come through 01;1r government
making funds available to the
present Latin American governments, when it is demonstrable
that a majority of the funds do
not even remain in those countries f01· their economic development but wind up in numbered
Swiss bank acc.ounts.
"The solution should and· will
lie with American business, our
pr i v a t e enterprise. operating
throughout Latin America with
joint ventures planned by American businessmen filled with a
social conscience to the extent of
seeing that every native Latin
worker earns a fair living wage
and receives d e c en t housing,
health and education.
"This is the only manner in
which, in our time, we will see
realized what must be the ultimate objective of us all, in Latin·
America but also in the rest of
·the world-the establishment of
an international rule of law and
social justice under God.''

Dave Cook

Point of Information
There is a new wave of apathy
sweeping t h e campus, a great
surge Of apathetic feeling which
may well ,become the political
phenomenon of our time.
This, at least, was apparently
the feeling of several student
councilmen, who, having at last.
decided that they have had more
than enough of frustration and
failure, prepared and submitted
the charter of the Apathy Club
to Council. Council then passed
the charter by a 16-1 vote, the
lone dissenter being senior Tony
Thomas, the charter's chief architect. He apparently felt that too
much organization would ruin
the club: it might spark too much
interest.
Most of the .club's most enthusiastic backers on Council
blame student apathy for a number of the year's failures: the
pep rally before the Bowling
Green ·game, where only nine
students and their dates turned
out to cheer the team and ended
up being cheered by the players;
the George Shearing-Serendipity
Singers-Steve DePasse concert,
where fewer than five hundred
student tickets were sold at Xavier for Muskies and their dates
(fewe1· than were sold at UC,
OLC, and the Mount), and
which, though it cost only about
$3300 to put on, lost a I m o s t
$1600; two mixers, one of which
was merely a flop and the other
or which was an abysmal failure; the mock presidential election, where only 52% of. the student body bothered to vote; the
generally poor student suppol't
for our football team this year.
Apparently .,it has been decided that Ute best way to cure
apathy is to ot·ganizc it••• •

A more direct-action approach
to th'e problem of student apathy

is being attempted by an enthusiastic group of students under the leadership of sophomore
Marty Koetters. His group, denoted by the initials RHXUABG,
is dedicated .to arousing spirited
stud~nt support for our basketball team.
The initials stand for Root
Home X a v-i er University at
Basketball Games. The name of
the group was originally RHABG
-Raise Hell at Ball Games- "but Father Ratterman didn't
like that hell business, so we
changed it," one student couli-_
cilman explained.
RHXUABG received a temporary "vote of confidence" for
thcil' plans at Monday's meeting,

• • •
One result of Student Council's
recent opinion poll on the liturgy
is that a committee for sti.adent
education on the liturgy has been
meeting every Wednesday night
(all students at·e invited to the
meetings). The group, headed by
Terry Wallace who is also Student Council's Spiritual Committee Chairman, has invited the
noted theologian Rev. Eugene
Maly to speak at Xavier on Monday. His topic will be "The
Biblical Approach to the Liturgy"; he will follow the historical approach in his talk.
'Father Maly, who teaches at
Mount St. Mary's Seminary, 'has
served as an official theologian
at the Vatican Council. He will
speak in Albers 103 at 1:30.
talk will be one of the
semestet"s last A-series convo-.
cations.

His

